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Real lawns are our inspiration.

TENAX synthetic lawns have different shades of 
colour, and various levels of softness and heights that 
create unique feelings when you touch or walk on 
them, just like natural lawns of bentgrass, Poa 
Pratensis and Festuca Rubra, the types of grass that 
inspired TENAX.

Therefore, we have been offering an increasingly 
new range of synthetic lawns for more than ten years, 
conceived for hobbyists and professionals, for small 
and large spaces, for people but also for pets, so 
everyone can have their own green lawn and enjoy it 
in any season.
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Conceived like real lawns.

TENAX synthetic lawns are made up of
yarns in different shades of green in order to 
reproduce the different stages of grass 
growth.
They have excellent shape memory
and the yarns have different consistencies 
and sections to reproduce the same feeling 
that you experience when walking on real 
grass.
Curled yarns reproduce the imperfections of 
dry grass generally present in a real lawn.
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Produced using the best 
materials and the most 
innovative technologies.

Only PE and PP virgin polymers, 
without heavy metals, are used 
to produce TENAX synthetic 
lawns. They are mixed with 
colourants and additives to resist 
UV rays (1).

Yarns are produced by extrusion 
(2) in different sizes and with 
different patterns and sections. 
After cooling them, they are 
twisted and wound in skeins (3).

During the production process, 
the pile undergoes strict tests to 
verify and guarantee its physical 
and visual characteristics - 
resistance, elongation, and 
reduction.

During the following process, 
tufting, yarns are joined to their 
backing (4) (5), available in 
different types - single or double 
PP fabric, joined with non-woven 
fabric, coated in latex - and 
perforated to drain water.

After the coating phase, lawns 
are accurately dried before 
packing and stocking them.

Our synthetic lawns undergo 
accurate and continuous tests (6), 
like the REACH and RoHS testing, 
with results that fully meet the 
European standards.
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A complete range that meets any 
need.

The new TENAX range combines elegant 
appearance with functionality.

Each lawn is conceived to be always perfect and 
to resist the most intensive use too, but at the 
same time it must be soft, pleasant and very 
similar to real lawns.

A range produced to create fantastic custom-
made green areas.
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TENAX synthetic lawns.

The top of the line.

Compact, soft, and heavy-duty, with a 
“messy” appearance, very similar to 
bentgrass lawns and in a peculiar bright 
green colour.

Suggested uses
Large spaces, outdoor and indoor 
architectural solutions, green roofs and 
terraces, interior design.

Soft and compact.

It resembles the North European Poa 
Pratensis lawns, in an intense green 
colour and with a peculiar mat effect.

Suggested uses
Poolside, recreational areas, roofs, 
outdoor areas, terraces.

Height

42 mm

Height

32 mm
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Morbido e compatto.

Ricorda i prati di Poa Pratensis
nordeuropei, di colore verde intenso
e con un caratteristico effetto opaco.

Utilizzi suggeriti
Bordi piscine, aree ricreative, tetti, dehors, 
terrazze.

High trampling resistance.

Similar to Festuca Rubra lawns, with tall 
and large yarns featuring good shape 
memory and high trampling resistance.

Suggested uses
Hotels, restaurants and cafés, fairs and 
events, gardens.

Pet friendly and long-lasting.

It has the same features as Festuca Rubra 
lawns, with large, medium-height yarns 
featuring good shape memory, ideal for 
pets.

Suggested uses
Areas for pets, street furniture, decorative 
flowerbeds, extensive gardens.

Inexpensive and versatile.

Comparable to Festuca Rubra lawns, 
its large yarns are soft and compact.

Suggested uses
Ideal for balconies, small spaces and 
traffic islands.

Height

42 mm

Height

25 mm

Height

20 mm
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TOTAL HEIGHT mm 42

YARN HEIGHT mm 40

BACKING HEIGHT mm 2

STITCHES n°/m² 25200

YARN WIDTH mm 0.73

YARN DTEX dtex 6600

TOTAL WEIGHT g/m² 2768

PILE WEIGHT g/m² 1505

YARN SHAPE - PE straight yarns
PP curled yarns

BACKING TYPE - PP + FABRIC + LATEX
PERMEABILITY  l/min/m² > 60

AVAILABLE SIZES m 2 x 5 - 2 x 25

2 mm

40 mm

Straight yarn colours Curled yarn coloursYarn shape

DIAMOND

Tufted turf with very thin, straight, PE yarns and 
curled PP yarns.
The straight “diamond” yarn makes the grass 
extremely soft and the curled yarn increases its 
natural effect.
The PP backing, laminated to a non-woven 
fabric, coated in latex and perforated, allows 
water drainage (not less than 60 l/min/m2).
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2 mm

30 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT mm 32

YARN HEIGHT mm 30

BACKING HEIGHT mm 2

STITCHES n°/m² 26250

YARN WIDTH mm 0.65

YARN DTEX dtex 9500

TOTAL WEIGHT g/m² 2500

PILE WEIGHT g/m² 1640

YARN SHAPE - PE straight yarns
PP curled yarns

BACKING TYPE PP + LATEX
PERMEABILITY  l/min/m² > 60

AVAILABLE SIZES m 2 x 5 - 2 x 25

Straight yarn colours Curled yarn coloursYarn shape

FLAT

Tufted turf with very thin, straight, PE yarns 
and curled PP yarns.
The straight “flat” yarn makes the grass 
extremely soft and compact, its peculiar mat 
effect and the curled yarn increase its 
natural effect.
The PP backing, coated in latex and 
perforated, allows water drainage (not less 
than 60 l/min/m²).
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2 mm

40 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT mm 42

YARN HEIGHT mm 40

BACKING HEIGHT mm 2

STITCHES n°/m² 16800

YARN DTEX dtex 7900 PE - 3300 PP

YARN WIDTH mm 1.23

TOTAL WEIGHT g/m² 2950

PILE WEIGHT g/m² 1770

YARN SHAPE - PE straight yarns
PP curled yarns

BACKING TYPE PP + FABRIC + LATEX
PERMEABILITY  l/min/m² > 60

AVAILABLE SIZES m 2 x 5 - 2 x 10 - 2 x 25

Straight yarn colours Curled yarn coloursYarn shape

SPINE

Tufted turf with very wide, straight, PE yarns and 
curled PP yarns.
The straight “spine” yarn makes the grass extremely 
full, soft and delicate but trample resistant. Its curled 
yarn increases its natural effect.
The PP backing, laminated to a non-woven fabric, 
coated in latex and perforated, allows water 
drainage (not less than 60 l/min/m2).
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TOTAL HEIGHT mm 25

YARN HEIGHT mm 23

BACKING HEIGHT mm 2

STITCHES n°/m² 12600

YARN DTEX dtex 7900 PE - 3300 PP

YARN WIDTH mm 1.23

TOTAL WEIGHT g/m² 1850

PILE WEIGHT g/m² 844

YARN SHAPE - PE straight yarns
PP curled yarns

BACKING TYPE PP + LATEX
PERMEABILITY   l/min/m² > 60

AVAILABLE SIZES m 2 x 5 - 2 x 10 - 2 x 25

2 mm

23 mm

Tufted turf with very wide, straight, PE yarns 
and curled PP yarns.
The straight “spine” yarn makes the grass 
extremely full, soft and delicate. Its curled 
yarn increases its natural effect.
The PP backing, coated in latex and 
perforated, allows water drainage (not less 
than 60 l/min/m²).

Straight yarn colours Curled yarn coloursYarn shape

SPINE
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2 mm

18 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT mm 20

YARN HEIGHT mm 18

BACKING HEIGHT mm 2

STITCHES n°/m² 13650

YARN DTEX dtex 6000 PE - 3300 PP

YARN WIDTH mm 1.23

TOTAL WEIGHT g/m² 1770

PILE WEIGHT g/m² 580

YARN SHAPE - PE straight yarns
PP curled yarns

BACKING TYPE PP + LATEX
PERMEABILITY   l/min/m² > 60

AVAILABLE SIZES m 1 x 3

Tufted turf with very wide, straight, PE yarns 
and curled PP yarns.
The straight “spine” yarn makes the grass 
very full and soft. Its curled yarn increases its 
natural effect.
The PP backing, coated in latex and 
perforated, allows water drainage (not less 
than 60 l/min/m²).
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Straight yarn coloursYarn shape

SPINE
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Curled yarn colours



On soil

Remove vegetation.

1

Level the surface.

2

Lay Tenax FULL COVER water-
permeable root barrier fabric.

3

4

Join the rolls using Tenax MAT 
SEAL adhesive tape or Tenax 
MAT STRIPE with polyurethane
glue. Fix the lawn along its 
edges with flat-head nails.

5

If necessary, spread some 
sand with a scrubbing brush 
making it penetrate deeply.

6

Join the rolls using Tenax MAT 
SEAL adhesive tape.

4

Clean the surface.

1

Unroll the synthetic lawn rolls 
and shape them to cover the 
entire surface verifying that the 
fibres follow the same direction.

2

Along the most stressed edges, 
lay Tenax MAT DUO double-sided 
bituminous tape to paste the turf 
to the floor.

3

Brush the grass making the 
turf tidy and uniform.

5

Unroll the synthetic lawn rolls 
and shape them to cover the 
entire surface verifying that the 
fibres follow the same direction.

On the floor

A useful tutorial with 
recommendations for 

installation.

TENAX recommendations:
how to lay synthetic lawns.
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TENAX accessories
For a simple, quick
and perfect installation: for 
hobbyists and professionals.

MAT DUO
Double-sided, 
bituminous joining tape

m 0,05 x 10

MAT SEAL 
Adhesive joining 
tape

m 0,15 x 10

MAT STRIPE 
Non-woven fabric
tape (to be used with 
glue)

m 0,23 x 20

CHIODI METALLICI 
Flat-head

m 0,18

FAQ
The answers to 
all your 
questions on 
www.tenax.net

FULL COVER 
Water-permeable, 
root barrier, non-
woven fabric

m 1,80 x 50



TENAX SpA

Via dell’Industria, 17
23897 Viganò (LC) Italy
Tel. +39 039 9219300
Fax +39 039 9219290
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